Abstract-This paper deals with the construction of efficient algorithms for the solution of the finite dimensional constrained minimization problem arising from the finite element discretization of contact problems.
INTRODUCTION
The contact problem is an important problem in computational mechanics. Elastic bodies are deformed due to volume and surface forces, but the bodies should not penetrate each other. A simplified problem is the Signorini problem, where one body should not penetrate a given, rigid obstacle. Both lead to unilateral boundary conditions, the contact conditions. We refer to [l-7] for mathematical modeling, analysis, and finite element discretization.
In this paper, we are interested in fast, iterative algorithms for solving the arising finite dimensional constrained minimization problem.
There are classical iterative methods like point projection methods and point over-relaxation methods [5] . Th ese methods suffer from slow convergence rates on fine meshes. By conjugate gradient-like methods, the speed of convergence can be improved [8] , but still the number of necessary iterations depends on the mesh size. Multigrid methods have been successfully applied This research has been supported by the Austrian Science Foundation-'Fonds zur Fiirderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung (FWF) '-under Project Grant P10643-TEC and P11215.
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In this paper, we describe different realizations of the preconditioned projection method originally investigated in this context in [14] . This method is efficient, iff l the relative condition number of the system matrix A with respect to the preconditioning matrix C is small, l the operation C-l x w is fast executable, and l the projection P with respect to the C energy norm onto the feasible set K is fast com- The theoretical estimates prove optimal time and memory complexity on uniformly hierarchical refined meshes. Numerical experiments indicate also efficient behavior on adaptively refined meshes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem and discretization is given. Section 3 shortly presents domain decomposition techniques, and Sections 4 and 5 give the two realizations of the projection algorithm.
Finally, in Section 6, numerical results are presented.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The problem of Signorini is sketched in Figure 1 and formulated in classical form as follows.
The domain R is supposed to be bounded in Rd, The weak form of (1) is discretized by the finite element method on a mesh with totally N nodes and NC nodes at the boundary I?c. We obtain the finite dimensional constrained minimization problem (CMP).
Find u E K : J(u) = h$ J(v), 1. with J(v) := ?v Au -f'v.
(2)
The stiffness matrix A is symmetric and positive definite of dimension RdN, f is the load vector. The convex set of feasible functions K C V := RdN is defined by K={w~V:Bw~g},
where 2 is meant component-wise.
The matrix B of dimension NC x dN is defined such that for all nodes xi on the contact boundary and for all v E V, there holds and gi = g(xi). The mixed form (5) includes more general discretizations than nodal inequalities. We can use different finite element spaces for the approximation of the dual variables; see [15] for Mortar techniques. The mixed form is also suited for body-body contact problems, where each restriction involves more mesh points. We will construct iterative solvers for both forms. 
Then the preconditioned projection method is defined as
Choose u1 E K for k = 1,2,... let uk+l = PC" (IL" + TC--~ (f -Auk)).
Except for diagonal preconditioners C and convex sets K with simple constraints, the projection P$ itself is not explicit available, but has to be approximated by an iterative algorithm. We will achieve an efficient method, iff the inner iteration for the evaluation of the projection P$ is much cheaper than the same iteration applied for the projection PT. We do not want to perform the inner iteration until it "converged", but it has to reduce the error by a fixed factor pp < 1.
This leads us to the following algorithm. ALGORITHM 1. APPROXIMATIVE PROJECTION METHOD.
Choose an arbitrary u1 E K.
The proof of the following result of convergence can be found in (141. 
The error in A-energy norm is bounded by

II26 -U"II; 2 2p"-l (J (24') -J(U)).
(3)
(10)
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we will briefly explain some concepts of both major types of nonoverlapping domain decomposition, of the Dirichlet version as well as the Neumann version. It is enough to consider the two subdomain case, where the domain is split as n = ai U !&, and the coupling boundary is given as FC = ai n &; see Figure 2 . 
Dirichlet Domain Decomposition
We present the preconditioner developed in [16] . Let A be the finite element matrix from an elliptic, second-order problem. We renumber the nodes by counting first the nodes at the coupling boundary (.c), and then the inner nodes and nodes at natural boundaries (.I). We split accordingly the space V = RN into V=Vc@K, and the matrix The simple block diagonal preconditioner C = diag(Acc,AII) would lead to a generalized con- holds with a small constant CE > 1. This means that the matrix ETAE is spectrally equivalent 2 to the Schur complement S with constants 1 and cE. Further, we need a preconditioner C, for the local Dirichlet subproblems with matrix AI and the so-called Schur complement preconditioner Cc for the matrix ETAE. We assume the spectral inequalities
Using these components, we can define the approximative additive Dirichlet domain decomposition preconditioner by for which the spectral inequalities gC<ASTZC hold with the constants a= (l-dz)min{ac,al} and &= (l+~~)msx{E~,5i).
On hierarchical refined meshes, all components are available in optimal time complexity and with bounds independent of the mesh size. As preconditioner Cl in the domain, a symmetric multigrid preconditioner [17, 18] can be used. Optimal components for the Schur complement preconditioner Cc and for the extension operator in 2D and 3D are constructed by multilevel techniques [19] ; see [20] for the Schur complement preconditioner and [21] for the extension operator. In [22] , additional smoothing improves the constant cE. The operation Cc1 x w is implemented within O(Nc) arithmetical operations.
Neumann Domain Decomposition
For Neumann domain decomposition, one does not incorporate continuity across the interface into the continuous or finite element space, but ensures it by the linear restriction u]n, = u]n, with B(j) =(Bg) 0).
On matching grids, the block Bg) simplifies to 1~. Thus, we obtain the mixed problem
Au+BTp=f,
Bu=O.
This saddle point problem can be solved by some version of inexact Uzawa algorithm; see, e.g., [23] . First, a preconditioner to the matrix A is needed. Again, a multigrid preconditioner can be used. One has to be careful, because some of the blocks A(j) can be only semidefinite even if the global problem is elliptic. In this case, one has to work with projections to the rigid body motions. The second preconditioner is needed for the Neumann Schur-complement
with subdomain Schur complements
S'(j) = A$!& -A#[A~>]-lA~~.
Optimal preconditioners for the Neumann Schur-complement SN are constructed very recently in [24] .
It is interesting to note that due to the inner iterations in the contact algorithm, the required Schur complement preconditioners exchange.
PROJECTION ALGORITHMS BASED ON DIRICHLET DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we will apply the Dirichlet DD preconditioner for the projection method. The first two requirements, namely condition numbers independent of the mesh-size and fast execution of the preconditioning operation, are fulfilled for this preconditioner.
To construct the projection, we use the basis transformation matrix T of (12) and express the solution ZL by u=TB.
Therefore, ti is the solution of the CMP inf j(G) O& with k = T-lK and
If C is a preconditioner for A, then also 6' = TTCT is one for a with the same bounds. For the DDD-preconditioner (14), the transformed & has the block diagonal structure Because VI can be chosen arbitrarily in a linear space, the set k reduces to K,
I;-=T-lK={(T;I 19> (;):Bovc>g}=K.
Now, we apply the approximative projection method to the transformed system
We use the abbreviation G=Gk+&l (f^-Ask).
To apply Theorem 1, the approximative projection $ has to fulfill where P$ is the exact projection with respect to the 6' inner product. Because the inner product matrix 6' is block diagonal, and the restrictions involve unknowns only on the contact boundary, the projection reduces to $ (ii) = (PZ (Gc) ) q .
Inequality (18) Now, we can state the whole algorithm in nodal coordinates.
ALGORITHM 2. DIRICHLET PROJECTION METHOD.
Choose an arbitrary u1 E K. 
with the dual functional J*(q) = ;qTBA-'BTq -qT (BA-'f -g) .
It has been suggested to use quadratic programming methods for the minimization of this much smaller problem of dimension NC. But, this functional requires the operation A-l, which is not fast available.
To overcome this difficulty, we use the augmented Lagrangian technique.
We add a convex function in v and q the minimum of which in v equals 0 for every hxed q. We assume that the preconditioner C for the matrix A is scaled such that X,i,(C-lA) > 1. Then C-l -A-l is positive definite. So, we obtain the equivalent problem (u,p) = argmin i l/Au + BTq -f~l&l_A-l + J*(q).
VEV
PEA
The first nice feature is that the matrix A and the vector 3 of the quadratic form, which evaluate (AC-l -I) BT BC-'BT and 3 = (25) are fast applicable or computable, respectively. It was observed in [23] that the matrix A is spectrally equivalent to the block preconditioning matrix c, with condition number K(c'-ld) asymptotically as good as the condition number tc(CplA). The block A -C cancels out in the first row of A as well as in 3. In [14] , similar estimates are given for the block diagonal matrix
with preconditioner Schur complement BCMIBT and 7 > X,,,(C-lA).
In both cases, the Schur complement BAelBT or preconditioner Schur complement BCvlBT can be replaced by the Schur complement preconditioner Cz'. If we use the scaling of (26), we obtain the final oreconditioner
With the notation U = (u,p) and K = V x A, we can apply the approximative projection algorithm to the augmented Lagrangian functional (24) u"+i = PE (z/P + rc-l(3 -AU")).
Now, the (approximative) projection involves only the smaller number of dual unknowns. It can be implemented by n steps of the projection method with matrix CE' and inner product Ic.
Summing up, we developed the following algorithm. Now, we allow preconditioners C with general scaling rC<A<yC.
ALGORITHM 3. NEUMANN PROJECTION METHOD.
Choose arbitrary u1 E V, p1 E A. -2 (g -Bu") ) Forj=O,...,n-1 do p"+(j+l)ln = pp (pk+jln + 7i (d _ c;lp"+j/n)) Uk+l = Uk + q-lw THEOREM 3. Algorithm 2 has optimal time complexity on uniformly refined hierarchical meshes.
This means the time complexity for reducing the iteration error by a factor of E is O(NI logEI) independent of the number of levels.
PROOF. Similar to proof of Theorem 2.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have applied the algorithm based on Neumann domain decomposition for the solution of the following problem of Signorini. A sphere is pressed against a plane (see Figure 3) . The problem of the rigid body motions was solved by adding the small regularisation term E (IL, 21)~~ with E = 10m3 to the bilinear form.
We used a V-cycle multigrid preconditioner C with three Gauss-Seidel presmoothing steps and three backward Gauss-Seidel postsmoothing steps. Due to the nonnested boundary approximations, the convergence rate of standard multigrid would depend on the small parameter E. To overcome this difficulty, we used special grid transfer operations preserving linear functions, and therefore, mapping coarse grid rigid body motions to fine grid rigid body motions. As boundary preconditioner, we used the BPX preconditioner. The projection was implemented by the conjugate gradient like inner iteration of [8] .
The initial mesh was constructed from a cube. Each face was split into two triangles, and each triangle was connected by a tetrahedron to the center. The following loop was performed.
Solve the CMP up to an relative error of low4 using the Neumann DD approach. Apply the residual error estimator [25] for the linearized problem with fixed contact nodes. Mark all elements with element error more than 10% of the maximal error. Do adaptive mesh refinement. All marked elements will be refined. In addition, the red and green closures are formed. Prolongate the old solutions to the next mesh, where it will be used as initial guess. Displacement variables are prolongated naturally; the dual variable p, the contact stress, is prolongated by injection.
We used the finite element code FEPP and one R10000/195 MHz processor of an SGI Origin 2000 machine. In Table 1 , we give for each level of refinement the total number of nodes (N), the number of nodes at the contact boundary (NC), which is equal to the number of inequalities, the number of outer iterations (its.) needed to reduce the error by a factor of lo-", the average number of inner iteration (av. ni), the total time spent in the solver Tsorve at each level, and the . . time spent m the projection Tpr,j.
Level N According to the analysis, the number of outer iterations is bounded. The number of inner iterations increases, but the time spent for the projection is much below the total time, which is spent mainly for the preconditioning operation C-l x 'u. Certainly due to leaving the cache, the needed time per node increases a little.
In addition to linear elements, we also used isoparametric ten-node tetrahedra with secondorder shape functions. The results are given in Table 2 . 383.9 Figure 4 shows the mesh of ten-node tetrahedra at level eight and the according contact stress.
As mentioned above, the mixed form and the derived algorithm are also well suited for bodybody contact problems. Preliminary results are available by Hack1 and Hinterberger; more details can be found in [26] . Two rolls are in contact along a small strip. The smaller roll is loaded by given surface traction, and it is asked for its vertical displacement. The adaptive mesh with 46611 nodes and the isosurface of the von-Mises stress is drawn in Figure 5 . 
